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SOCIAL

Social 
Networking

Your friends' activity

The amount of friends' content that you look at

The speed with which you scroll through status updates

Friends you add but never talk to

Friends you know are on but don't talk to

Interviewing 
Friends & Family

FINANCIAL

Personal 
Spending

Taxes

ENVIRONMENTAL

Transport

Resources In & 
Pollutants Out

HEALTH & HYGENE

METAPHYSICAL

READOUT

Sub-atomic 
State

Ephemeral
Welfare

Amount of eye contact held

Proximity of space between you, person in question, and third party

Current memory of previous encounter

Projection of future events together

Number of favours owed

Number of tax write-offs claimed

Number of digits used in filling tax return

Total number of mistruths in tax return

Desire to pay taxes

Total length of receipt paper acquired for tax return

Bank's stock status

Total transactions by bank/non-bank ATMs

Difference in non-whole dollar transitions (above or below)

50 cents

Number of 0's in transactions

Red-lights to green-lights ratio

Amount of time windows are rolled down

Amount of blinks your signal makes before you actually turn or merge

Average number of wheels used per day

Average MPB (miles per breath)

Oxygen usage levels

Ultra-violet absorption

Kilowatts of electricity used

Gigabytes of internet bandwidth downloaded/uploaded

Volumes of methane produced

Personal Health

Height to shoe size ratio

Heart beats per month

Weekly total blinks

Monthly total of time spent swallowing

Amount of moisture retained relative to moisture excreted

Interpersonal  
Hygene

Liters of spit on others' faces during conversation

Perspiration molecules released to vapor

Hair naturally displaced in semi-public spaces

Skin cells shed on others

Number of infectous diseases spread

Viscosity of aura encounters

Spirit level

Synchronisty occurances

Ratio of déjà vu to reality encounters

Total minutes of lucid realizations

Total molecule displacement

Chaos consistency

Carbon molecule depletion

Number of atomic bonds in most complex compound in body

Primary electronic charge

EQUILIBRIUM

HIGH LEVELS

Do nothing but sit and wait for the end of days

Avoid interactions and stay static

Stop trying to improve and be content

…

LOW LEVELS

Do nothing but sit and wait for the end of days

Avoid interactions and stay static

Stop trying to improve and be content

…

Do nothing but sit and wait for the end of days

Avoid interactions and stay static

Stop trying to improve and be content

…

Karma Kalculator™


